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LET US FIRST TALK ABOUT ARTHRITIS AS AN ALLERGY. THE FIRST PUBLICATION ON FOOD ALLERGY IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS CAME IN 1949 FROM MICHAEL ZELLER, A CHICAGO ALLERGIST¹. HE WAS USING A POOR FOOD ALLERGY TEST BUT HE GOT COMPLETE RESOLUTION OF THE DISEASE IN FOUR PATIENTS BY ELIMINATING ALL TEST-POSITIVE FOODS. HE NOTED STRIKING IMPROVEMENT IN JOINTS PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED IRREVERSIBLY DAMAGED. AT THIS SAME TIME, PHILIP HENCH AT THE MAYO CLINIC WAS DEMONSTRATING THE VALUE OF CORTISONE IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS. A COLLEAGUE OF ZELLER'S, TED RANDOLPH, BEING ONE OF THE FIRST TO KNOW THAT THIS DISEASE IS AN ALLERGY, WAS AMONG THE FIRST TO TRY CORTISONE IN OTHER ALLERGIES SUCH AS ASTHMA. HENCH GOT A NOBEL PRIZE FOR HIS WILLINGNESS TO SPEULATE ABOUT CORTISONE IN ARTHRITIS; EVERYONE ELSE MERELY WANTED TO TRY CORTISONE IN ADRENAL INSUFFICIENCY WHICH DID NOT APPLY IN ARTHRITIS. HENCH KNEW THAT UNDER SOME CONDITIONS THE BODY ALONE COULD CONQUER RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS². HE KNEW THAT PREGNANCY OFTEN RELIEVED ARTHRITIS AS DID JAUNDICE. HE KNEW THAT FASTING OFTEN RELIEVED SYMPTOMS BUT HE WAS UNABLE TO CONNECT FASTING TO THE ABSENCE OF FOOD ANTIGENS.

FASTING IS THE BASIS FOR TODAY'S DEFINITIVE FOOD ALLERGY TEST³. IF A GROUP OF ARTHRITICS WERE FASTED FOR SIX DAYS, ABOUT HALF OF THEM WOULD BE FREE OF ACUTE SYMPTOMS. THE REST WOULD CONTINUE TO REACT TO CHEMICALS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING CHLORINATED WATER, PESTICIDES, AND HEATING GAS. FOR BEST ACCURACY IN TESTING, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO ELIMINATE ALL ANTIGENS AT ONCE. THIS MAKES THE RESPONSES CLEARER AND ALSO MAKES THEM HYPERACUTE.

RANDOLPH SUMMARIZED HIS EXPERIENCE WITH 200 CASES OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN 1976³. AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE WAS A 58-YEAR OLD MAN WITH A SWOLLEN, PAINFUL KNEE WHO COULD WALK ONLY WITH CRUTCHES. HE WAS FASTED ON PURE SPRING WATER IN A HIGHLY PURIFIED HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT. INDIVIDUAL FOOD CHALLENGES USING ORGANIC FOODS GAVE THE RESULTS SHOWN IN TABLE 1. DESPITE HYPERACUTE RESPONSIVENESS, THE REACTIONS WERE DELAYED, AND THIS MAKES IT DIFFICULT FOR THE PATIENT IN ORDINARY LIVING TO CONNECT SYMPTOMS TO SPECIFIC FOODS. FIVE OF THE SIX FOODS EACH INDUCED ARTHRITIC PAINS, AND ALLERGY TO THE SIXTH FOOD, WHEAT, WAS CLEAR. THE PATIENT WAS THEN TESTED WITH A MIXTURE OF SAFE FOODS BUT IN NON-ORGANIC FORM, WHICH ALSO PRODUCED SYMPTOMS. THE PATIENT WAS SENT HOME WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO DRINK NON-CHLORINATED WATER, TO AVOID TEST-POSITIVE FOODS, AND TO EAT ALL OTHER FOODS IN ORGANIC FORM AND ONLY AT FOUR-DAY INTERVALS. THIS FOUR-DAY INTERVAL IS USUALLY THE MOST ONEROUS OF THE ALLERGY DIET RESTRICTIONS BUT IS NECESSARY BECAUSE NEW ALLERGIES CAN DEVELOP IN FOODS EATEN FREQUENTLY. THE ARTHRITIS RETURNED AFTER TWO DAYS AT HOME, PROMPTING A TEST WITH SYNTHETIC ETHYL ALCOHOL WHICH OFTEN INDICATES SENSITIVITY TO PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS. PAINS AGAIN WERE INDUCED, SO THE PATIENT HAD HIS GAS WATER HEATER AND GAS-FIRED HEATING SYSTEM REPLACED WITH ELECTRIC SYSTEMS. HIS SYMPTOMS CLEARED AND HE HAS REMAINED WELL ON THIS PROGRAM FOR SEVEN YEARS, RUNNING DAILY AND PLAYING GOLF AND
TENNIS. HE STILL HAS LITTLE OR NO TOLERANCE FOR HIS ALLERGENIC FOODS, AND HE STILL MUST USE ORGANIC FOODS.

IN THIS SUMMARY OF 200 PATIENTS, RANDOLPH STATED THAT ARTHRITIS RESPOND TO THIS ALLERGY THERAPY "WITH BUT RARE EXCEPTIONS". IN A BOOK WRITTEN FOR LAYMEN IN 1980, RANDOLPH STATED THAT BY THEN HE HAD TREATED OVER 1000 CASES, AND THAT OSTEOARTHRITIS RESPECTS AS WELL. INFLAMMATION IN OSTEOARTHRITIS IS BEING INCREASINGLY RECOGNIZED. RANDOLPH ALSO LISTS A FEW FACILITIES WHERE OTHER PHYSICIANS ARE USING HIS METHODS.

THE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT IS MISLED BY THE FACT THAT ARTHRITIS HAS AN AUTOIMMUNE COMPONENT IN WHICH THE BODY REGARDS ITS OWN TISSUE AS AN ANTIGEN. TO THEM, AUTOIMMUNITY FULLY EXPLAINS THE ALLERGIC CHARACTER OF THE DISEASE AND FOOD ALLERGY IS VIGOROUSLY DENIED. HOWEVER, THE AUTOIMMUNE ATTACK MUST STOP WHEN EXTERNAL ANTIGENS OR INFECTIONS ARE CLEARED, SO THAT AUTOIMMUNITY IS A SECONDARY PROCESS. FORMS OF AUTOIMMUNITY OFTEN SEEN IN ASSOCIATION WITH ARTHRITIS AND OTHER ALLERGIES ARE ATROPHIC GASTRITIS AND THYROIDITIS.

IT IS CLEAR THAT ACCURATE DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE OF ALLERGENS IS QUITE EFFECTIVE IN ARTHRITIS, AND BASED ON NUMEROUS REFERENCES THIS IS SIMILARLY TRUE IN A LONG LIST OF ALLERGIC DISEASES AND CONDITIONS PRESENTED IN TABLE II. THERE IS TIME TO DISCUSS ONLY A FEW OF THESE.

HYPOTHYROIDISM IS ABOUT UNIVERSAL IN ALLERGY SINCE 500 PATIENTS WITH BRONCHIAL ASTHMA, RHINITIS, OR ECZEMA SHOWED 90% HYPOTHYROIDISM BASED ON CAREFUL METABOLISM TESTS. THIS EFFECT SEEMS TO BE BASED ON SEVERAL FACTORS. ALL ALLERGY INVOLVES A METABOLIC BIAS KNOWN AS BETA BLOCKADE IN WHICH THE PATIENT ACTS AS THOUGH HE WERE ON A BETA-BLOCKING DRUG. SUCH DRUGS INDUCE HYPOTHYROIDISM BOTH BY REDUCING THE CONVERSION OF T4 TO T3 AND BY REDUCING THE PERIPHERAL RESPONSE TO THYROID HORMONES. IN TIME, AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS CAN DEVELOP. THE HYPOTHYROIDISM TENDS TO WORSEN THE ALLERGY, SO ITS TREATMENT IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF ALLERGY THERAPY, ALTHOUGH IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT ABOLISHING THE ALLERGY MIGHT REVERSE THE NEED FOR THYROID THERAPY. THYROID MANAGEMENT REQUIRES BETTER TOOLS AS WELL BE DISCUSSED.

ANOTHER CONDITION THAT IS ALMOST UNIVERSAL IN ALLERGY IS FATIGUE. ALLERGIC FATIGUE IS NOT RELIEVED BY REST AND IS OFTEN WORST UPON ARISING AS WITH MORNING STIFFNESS. FATIGUE IS GENERALLY DUE TO LIMITED OXYGEN SUPPLY TO THE MUSCLES AS READILY SEEN IN HEAVY EXERCISE, IN EFFORT AT HIGH ALTITUDE, AND IN ANEMIA. ALLERGICS TEND TO BE ANEMIC FOR TWO REASONS. THERE IS THE USUAL HYPOTHYROIDISM WHICH CAUSES ANEMIA, AND AS IN ANY INFLAMMATION IRON IS SEQUESTRATED OUT OF THE BLOOD (ANEMIA OF INFECTION). THE ACUTE CAUSE OF FATIGUE APPEARS TO BE RESTRICTION OF CIRCULATION BY ALLERGIC EDEMA WHICH MUST CONTRIBUTE TO THE STIFFNESS. THE CONDITION MIGHT BE WORSENED BY PLATELET AGGREGATION AND BY ALLERGIC BLOOD SLUDGING COMMONLY SEEN IN ARTHRITIS AND DIABETES.

DEPRESSION IS ANOTHER COMMON ALLERGIC CONDITION. BOTH FATIGUE AND DEPRESSION WERE IMPORTANT IN PERRY CHAPDELAINE'S ARTHRITIS HISTORY. FATIGUE OR DEPRESSION CAN BE HELPFUL IN ALLERGY DIAGNOSIS, FOR EXAMPLE IN HEADACHE. MIGRAINE IS ALMOST ALWAYS AN ALLERGY, WHEREAS OTHER FORMS OF HEADACHE HAVE MANY CAUSES. IN A STUDY BY A LONDON NEUROLOGIST ON 60 MIGRAINE PATIENTS, AVOIDING ALLERGENIC FOODS REDUCED MIGRAINES OVER 98%. WHEN KNOWN CAUSES OF OTHER HEADACHES ARE RULED OUT, ALLERGY WILL ACCOUNT FOR MOST OF THE REMAINDER, WITH FATIGUE OR DEPRESSION CONFIRMATORY. WITH ACCURATE ALLERGEN DETECTION, RANDOLPH CLAIMS NEVER TO HAVE SEEN A PSYCHOGENIC HEADACHE, AND HE FEELS THAT TENSION HEADACHE IS A MISNOMER SINCE THE CAUSE IS USUALLY ALLERGY.
Among the 60 migraine patients in the London study were 15 with hypertension, all with diastolic pressure of 100 or higher. After avoiding alleric foods, in each of the 15 cases the diastolic pressure was 90 or lower, indicating relief from treatable hypertension. Some food allergists simply consider hypertension as another sign of allergy. The usual increase in blood pressure with age is not seen in many primitive populations on hypoallergenic diets low in fat, sugar, and salt, and high in magnesium. These dietary factors will be discussed later.

Gallbladder surgery is common although autopsies show that many more persons have gallstones without symptoms. Allergen-free diets have been very successful in treating gallstones and have been more popular than standard gallstone diets. Acute distress is created by allergenic foods, and apparently allergic inflammation is present. It appears that the metabolic bias of allergy and the hypothyroidism reduce the secretion of bile acids and increase cholesterol, making it easy for an allergic to have supersaturated bile conducive to stones.

We have heard about MS from Ron Davis. There are data, mostly unpublished, showing that MS readily responds to allergy therapy if irreversible damage has not developed. Wyburn-Mason tried antiameba drugs on several MS patients without corticosteroid protection and produced irreversible nerve damage. This was unfortunate but seemed to show that antigens from ameba can cause myelin damage.

Hyperactivity was being treated successfully by food allergists long before Feingold proposed his additive-free diet in 1975. These allergists feel that Feingold found only part of the problem since ordinary foods often cause hyperactivity. Attempts by non-allergists to validate the Feingold diet seemed unsuccessful and led to sensational denials in the press of Feingold's claims. The facts are that Feingold's experience that about 50% respond to the diet has been well substantiated. The problem has been inability to get responses to challenge with additives hidden in standardized cookies. Some children apparently reacted to the chocolate, wheat, egg, sugar, etc. in the placebo cookies, greatly disturbing the statistics, but the fatal flaw was that the amount of additives was far too small, being based on the average additive consumption rather than the consumption of the patients, many of whom consume at least ten times the average in such products as candy, soda, and especially powder-mix beverages.

It does not seem difficult to accept the idea that food allergy could cause inflammatory bowel disease since there is direct contact between foods and bowel, but as usual medicine strongly resists the idea. This is tragic because milk is especially prominent in this allergy and one study has shown that merely avoiding milk in all forms cured 25% of the cases. Personally I have a form of irritable bowel in which diarrhea is quickly produced by Penicillium mold which occurs in cheese, citrus, and possibly other foods. This response is readily blocked by high-dose aspirin, showing mediation by prostaglandins which cause inflammation and increase intestinal motility and outpouring of fluids into the bowel.

Systemic lupus seems to be the most allergic of all these diseases, apparently because immune complexes form and lead to possible attack on many body systems. Kidney damage can be fatal. There is little published about allergy in lupus but I know of some highly dramatic cases. We will be talking about heart disease as an allergy, and it is
INTERESTING THAT YOUNG WOMEN WITH LUPUS CAN DEVELOP ATHEROSCLEROSIS AND HEART ATTACKS WITHOUT RECOGNIZED HEART DISEASE RISK FACTORS. THE WELL-KNOWN DRUG-INDUCED LUPUS ACTS LIKE DRUG ALLERGY SINCE THE DISEASE COURSE PARALLELS THE LEVEL OF DRUG ANTIBODIES. SOMETIMES THE DISEASE PERSISTS AFTER DRUG WITHDRAWAL, SUGGESTING THAT FOOD ALLERGY HAS DEVELOPED. THIS IS A COMMON SITUATION IN ALLERGY, WHERE SENSITIVITY PROPAGATES TO MORE AND MORE ANTIGENS AS TIME PROGRESSES. A FORM OF THIS TENDENCY IS THAT INFECTIONS, ESPECIALLY INFLUENZA, MUMPS, MEASLES, AND WHOOPING COUGH, SOMETIMES EVOLVE INTO PERMANENT FOOD ALLERGY.

NOW LET US CONSIDER FORMS OF ALLERGY THERAPY. THE TREATMENT IS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME REGARDLESS OF THE NATURE OF THE ALLERGY. RANDOLPH'S HOSPITALIZED FASTING IS THE ULTIMATE BUT REQUIRES ABOUT THREE WEEKS IN THE HOSPITAL AND PERHAPS LONG WAITING TIME. THERE MAY BE INSURANCE QUESTIONS SINCE THE HOSPITAL PROCEDURE IS IN A SENSE DIAGNOSTIC. ELIMINATION DIETS ARE USEFUL ALTERNATIVES TO FASTING; THESE ARE BASED ON EATING UNFAMILIAR AND THEREFORE NON-ALLERGENIC FOODS FOR A FEW DAYS PRIOR TO FOOD CHALLENGE. THE CYTOTOXIC TEST DETERMINING ALLERGIC REACTIONS ON A BLOOD SAMPLE IS HELPFUL WHEN ITS LIMITATIONS ARE RECOGNIZED, BUT THERE HAS BEEN NON-MEDICAL EXPLOITATION OF THE TEST WITH POOR QUALITY CONTROL. THE RAST TEST AND ORDINARY SKIN PRICK TESTS MEASURE THE IGE ANTIBODY RESPONSE AND NEITHER IS VERY USEFUL FOR FOODS. ALL DE METHODS LEAD TO ONEROUS DIETS. THE MAINSTAY OF FOOD ALLERGY TESTING TODAY IS THE SO-CALLED PROVOCATION TEST IN WHICH ANTIGEN IS APPLIED EITHER UNDER THE SKIN OR UNDER THE TONGUE, HOPEFULLY TO OBTAIN A MILD SYSTEMIC REACTION. DESENSITIZATION BY EITHER ROUTE BECOMES THE THERAPY, AND EXCESSIVE DIETARY RESTRICTIONS ARE AVOIDED. RESULTS ARE GOOD AT TIMES BUT A GOOD STATISTICAL PRESENTATION IS NOT AVAILABLE. THE MAIN REPOSITORY OF SKILL IN FOOD AND CHEMICAL ALLERGY IS THE 400 MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE (FORMERLY SOCIETY FOR CLINICAL ECOLOGY). ORDINARY INHALANT ALLERGENS ALSO MAY BE INVOLVED. CONVENTIONAL ALLERGISTS GENERALLY HAVE LITTLE SKILL IN FOOD ALLERGY AND EVEN TEND TO RESIST THE IDEA.

MY GENERAL RECOMMENDATION IS THAT PRIOR TO DIRECT ALLERGY THERAPY ONE SHOULD TRY ANTI-INFECTIVE TREATMENT DIRECTED AT AMEBA OR CANDIDA YEAST, ALONG WITH NUTRITIONAL INTERVENTION. SOME ALLERGISTS HAVE FOUND THAT CANDIDA TREATMENT RESOLVES A HIGH FRACTION OF THEIR CASES, JUST AS AMEBA TREATMENT HANDLES A HIGH FRACTION OF ARTHRITIS CASES. ANTI-INFECTIVE THERAPY IS VERY SIMPLE COMPARED TO ALLERGY THERAPY, AND ITS RATE OF SUCCESS APPEARS ENCOURAGING.

NATURALLY ONE MUST WONDER WHY ALLERGEN AVOIDANCE AND AMEBA TREATMENT CAN BE EFFECTIVE IN THE SAME DISEASE. AT LEAST PART OF THE ANSWER MAY LIE IN ESSENTIAL FATTY ACID (EFA) PROCESSING WHICH UNDERLIES INFLAMMATION AS OUTLINED IN FIGURE 1. THE BASIC SOURCE OF EFA IS LINOLEIC ACID FOUND MAINLY IN OILS FROM SEEDS, GRAINS, AND NUTS. THE C18:2ω6 DESIGNATION FOR LINOLEIC ACID INDICATES THAT THERE ARE 18 CARBON ATOMS, WITH 2 DOUBLE BONDS LOCATED 6 CARBONS FROM THE END OF THE CHAIN. THE BODY CONVERTS THIS MOLECULE BY A SUCCESSION OF DESATURATION AND ELONGATION REACTIONS AS SHOWN TO ARACHIDONIC ACID, C20:4ω6, WHICH IS THE RAW MATERIAL FOR MOST OF THE INFLAMMATION MEDIATORS. ANIMAL PRODUCTS IN THE DIET ALSO DIRECTLY SUPPLY ARACHIDONIC ACID. THERE IS CRITICAL COMPETITION AT THE 2Ω6 OR C20:3ω6 POINT SINCE PART OF THE ω6 IS DIVERTED TO PROSTAGLANDIN PG1 WHICH HELPS TO CONTROL CAMP (CYCLIC ADENOSINE MONOPHOSPHATE). CAMP IS AN INTRACELLULAR MESSENGER CONTROLLING MANY BODY FUNCTIONS INCLUDING RESIS-
TANSE TO ALLERGIC RESPONSE. ALLERGICS ARE UNIVERSALLY LOW IN CAMP, WITH LOW PGE₁ APPARENTLY AS THE PRINCIPAL CAUSE.

AMONG POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR LOW PGE₁, THERE MAY BE INSUFFICIENT DIETARY LINOLEIC ACID AS SHOWN BY RESPONSE TO LINOLEIC ACID TREATMENT. OFTEN THE FIRST DESATURATION ENZYME, THE DELTA-6 DESATURASE, IS DEFICIENT FOR GENETIC OR NUTRITIONAL REASONS WHICH WE WILL DISCUSS SHORTLY. A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM IS THE PRESENCE OF INFLAMMATION WHICH SIMPLY OVERLOADS THIS SYNTHESIS CHAIN, WITH RESULTING DEPLETION OF DGLA, REDUCING FEEDSTOCK AVAILABILITY FOR PGE₁. THE LOWERED LEVEL OF PGE₁ (AND CAMP) INCREASES ALLERGIC RESPONSE. THIS CREATES A VICIOUS CYCLE WITH ALLERGIC INFLAMMATION PERPETUATING THE BASIC PGE₁ DEFICIENCY. I SUSPECT THAT AN AMEBA INFECTION CAN ACT BY CAUSING CONTINUOUS INFLAMMATION WHICH INDUCES A PGE₁ DEFICIENCY AND MAKES THE HOST ALLERGIC. ELIMINATING THE AMEBA INFECTION COULD REDUCE THE DGLA DRAIN AND RENDER THE PATIENT NON-ALLERGIC. A CANDIDA YEAST INFECTION CAN PRODUCE ALLERGIES MUCH THE SAME AS AMEBA, PROBABLY BY A SIMILAR MECHANISM. AS MENTIONED, OTHER INFECTIONS SUCH AS INFLUENZA, MEASLES, MUMPS, AND WHOOPING COUGH CAN LEAD TO PERMANENT FOOD ALLERGY, PROBABLY BECAUSE THE TEMPORARY DRAIN ON DGLA AND PGE₁ BECOMES PERMANENT AS ALLERGIC INFLAMMATION SUPPERSEDICES INFECTION INFLAMMATION.

NOW, WHERE IS THE LOCATION OF THIS ALLEGED INFECTION? I SUSPECT THE LARGE LYMPHOID TISSUE IN THE INTESTINE WHERE THE INFECTION MIGHT BE SILENT. DRUGS SUCH AS COPPER, BILE ACIDS, AND NYSTATIN PROBABLY WILL HAVE NO EFFECT IN THE INTESTINE BUT CAN CLEAR INFESTATIONS UNDERLYING ALLERGY. THUS THE INFECTION DOES NOT NECESSARILY HAVE TO BE IN THE JOINTS; ACCORDING TO THIS PICTURE THE INFECTION SERVESPrimarily TO SUSTAIN THE ALLERGY, AND IT IS THE FOOD ANTIGENS THAT ACT ON THE JOINTS. OF COURSE, LOCAL INFECTION COULD WORSEN JOINT CONDITIONS. ANOTHER IMPLICATION OF THIS PICTURE IF TRUE IS THAT FAILURE OF ANTIAMEBA THERAPY DOES NOT NECESSARILY MEAN THAT AMEBA ARE STILL PRESENT. THE ALLERGY MERELY MAY HAVE BECOME SELF-SUSTAINING INDEPENDENT OF INFECTION, IN WHICH CASE INFECTION TREATMENT MIGHT BE USELESS. ALLERGY OR NUTRITION THERAPY COULD BE INDICATED, UNLESS A DIFFERENT INFECTANT IS SUSPECTED.

IN FIGURE 1 THE LOGIC OF CERTAIN INTERVENTIONS IS EVIDENT. COR-TICOSTEROIDS BLOCK THE RELEASE OF ARACHIDONIC ACID FROM STORAGE, THUS SHUTTING OFF THE RAW MATERIAL FOR INFLAMMATION. REMISSONS CAN BE INDUCED BY THESE STEROIDS SINCE THE DRAIN ON DGLA IS HALTED. HOWEVER MUCH OF OUR RESISTANCE TO INFECTION COMES FROM THE INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE, SO THAT INFECTION RESISTANCE SUFFERS. ASPIRIN AND SIMILAR DRUGS PROBABLY DO NOT REDUCE DGLA DEPLETION AT ALL. THESE DRUGS REDUCE THE FORMATION OF PROSTAGLANDINS, BUT SINCE THESE REACTIONS ARE LIMITED BY THE AVAILABILITY OF ARACHIDONIC ACID, THIS ACID MUST BE DIVERTED TO MAKE MORE LEUKOTRIENES WHICH ARE QUITE DAMAGING BUT PERHAPS LESS PAINFUL. EVENING PRIMROSE OIL CONTAINS ABOUT 8½ DGLA, THE INTERMEDIATE THAT BYPASSES THE FIRST DESATURATION STEP. MANY TRIALS IN VARIOUS ALLERGIES HAVE BEEN MADE WITH ONLY MODEST BENEFITS. TRIALS TO DATE IN ARTHRITIS HAVE BEEN NEGATIVE BUT HAVE BEEN SHORT WITH PERHAPS INADEQUATE DOSAGE; BETTER TRIALS ARE IN PROGRESS. THERE HAVE BEEN PROBLEMS WITH COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS ON THE MARKET.

FATTY ACID DERIVATIVES BASED ON THE W3 STRUCTURE SUCH AS LINSEED OIL AND FISH OILS HAVE RECEIVED PUBLICITY RECENTLY, LARGELY BECAUSE ESKIMOS WHOSE DIET IS RICH IN FISH OILS HAVE LITTLE HEART DISEASE. LINSEED OIL (LARGELY C18:2W3) GENERATES FISH OILS IN THE BODY BY CHEMISTRY ANALOGOUS TO THE W6 SERIES SHOWN IN FIGURE 1. THE W3 SERIES ACTS A COMPETITIVE INHIBITOR FOR THE W6 SERIES AND THEREFORE
INFLAMMATION IS SUPPRESSED. IT REMAINS TO BE SEEN HOW BENEFICIAL THE W3 SERIES PRODUCTS ARE SINCE CORTISONE-LIKE SIDE-EFFECTS ARE POSSIBLE.

ANTIOXIDANTS ARE BEING PROMOTED BASICALLY TO SUPPRESS INFLAMMATION, ESPECIALLY VITAMINS C AND E, SELENIUM, AND CYSTEINE. THE OXIDATION OF ARACHIDONIC ACID, WHICH IS THE BASIC MECHANISM OF INFLAMMATION, CAN BE SUPPRESSED BY ANTIOXIDANTS AT HIGH DOSES. THERE ARE TWO SIDE EFFECTS NOT GENERALLY APPRECIATED, THE REDUCED INFECTION RESISTANCE AND THE PARALLEL SUPPRESSION OF THE OXIDATION OF DGLA TO PGE1. REDUCED PGE1 MAKES THE UNDERLYING ALLERGY WORSE, AND APPARENTLY INDUCES HYPOTHYROIDISM IN THE FORM OF LOW T3 AND LOW PERIPHERAL RESPONSE. SELENIUM APPARENTLY HAS A UNIQUE EFFECT OF BLOCKING CHEMICAL ALLERGY, POSSIBLY BY PREVENTING THE OXIDATIVE CONVERSION OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT CHEMICALS TO HIGHER MOLECULAR WEIGHT ACTIVE ANTIGENS. HIGH DOSE VITAMIN C IS EFFECTIVE AND MAY HAVE ITS OWN INFECTION-FIGHTING ABILITY OFFSETTING THE LOSS OF ARACHIDONIC ACID. THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DAILY DIVIDED DOSE THAT AVOIDS DIARRHEA IS USED, CALLED THE BOWEL-TOLERANCE DOSE16. ONE PATIENT WITH MIXED OSTEO/RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS DOES WELL WITH 30G/DAY VITAMIN C, BUT UP TO 100G/DAY HAS BEEN USED IN ARTHRITIS. THESE HIGH DOSES ARE TOLERABLE BECAUSE IN ARTHRITIS VITAMIN C IS BEING CONSUMED AT A VERY HIGH RATE ABOUT 1000 TIMES NORMAL. THIS PATIENT IS CERTAINLY VERY HYPOTHYROID FROM HIS BODY TEMPERATURE BUT IS HAVING DIFFICULTY GETTING HIS DOCTORS TO ACCEPT THE IDEA.

TABLE III OUTLINES SOME FACTORS CONTROLLING THE ACTIVITY OF THE DESATURASE WHICH SOMETIMES IS THE BOTTLENECK. THIS IS BASED LARGELY ON RAT STUDIES BUT WITH SOME HUMAN CONFIRMATION17,18. THIS ENZYME IS LABILE AND SUBJECT TO MANY INFLUENCES. ACTIVITY IS INCREASED BY SEVERAL NUTRIENTS, ZINC, MAGNESIUM, AND VITAMINS B3, B6, AND C, AND MOST OF THESE TEND TO BE DEFICIENT IN ARTHRITIS AND OTHER ALLERGICS. METABOLIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE ALLERGY IN ADDITION TO POSSIBLE DIETARY DEFICIENCIES. THERE IS A METABOLIC BLOCK IN ALLERGICS WHICH MAKES B6 DEFICIENT DESPITE ADEQUATE STORES. ZINC DOES NOT HAVE NORMAL ACTIVITY SINCE LIKE IRON IT IS SEQUESTERED AS PART OF THE INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE. LIKE IRON IN THIS SITUATION, ORDINARY ZINC SUPPLEMENTS ARE USELESS. A NEW FORM, ZINC PICOLINATE, IS NOW AVAILABLE FROM GENERAL NUTRITION THROUGH THE INFLUENCE OF MEDICAL NUTRITIONIST JONATHAN WRIGHT. INCREASED ABSORPTION AND AVAILABILITY IN ALLERGY IS CLAIMED. MAGNESIUM DEFICIENCY IN ALLERGY IS INDUCED BY EXCESS URINARY EXCRETION AS WILL BE DISCUSSED SHORTLY. MANY U.S. DIETS ARE MARGINAL IN MAGNESIUM. FACTORS THAT REDUCE ENZYME ACTIVITY ARE SATURATED FATS, WITH A HIGH CARBOHYDRATE DIET DOING THE SAME THING SINCE SOME OF THE CARBOHYDRATE IS IMMEDIATELY CONVERTED TO SATURATED FAT IN THE BODY. PARTIALLY HYDROGENATED FATS HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED INTO MODERN DIETS TO IMPROVE FAT STABILITY WITHOUT ADDITIVES, AND THEIR DISADVANTAGE IS NOT FULLY APPRECIATED.

THIS CHEMISTRY OF THE CONTROL OF PGE1 FORMATION IS DIRECTLY CONFIRMED IN HUMANS BY STUDIES ON PLATELET AGGREGATION WHICH IS CONTROLLED BY CAMP AND THEREFORE BY PGE119. DIETS WITH ADDED LINOLEIC ACID OR PRIMROSE OIL REDUCE PLATELET AGGREGATION, INDICATING THAT CAMP AND PGE1 ARE INCREASED20. SATURATED FATS CONVERSELY INCREASE PLATELET AGGREGATION AS EXPECTED FROM THE PROPOSED MECHANISM. NOW CONSIDER THE WELL-KNOWN METHOD TO REDUCE SERUM CHOLESTEROL WHICH IS TO EAT LESS SATURATED FAT AND MORE LINOLEIC ACID. ALTHOUGH THE MEDICAL LITERATURE IS SILENT ON THE MECHANISM, THE ESSENTIAL FATTY ACID CHEMISTRY WE HAVE BEEN DISCUSSSING APPEARS AS THE EXPLANATION. PRIMROSE OIL IS OVER 100 TIMES MORE POTENT THAN LINOLEIC ACID IN LOWERING CHOLESTEROL, SHOWING THAT THE FINAL ACTION IS DOWNSTREAM FROM LINOLEIC ACID AND PGE1 APPEARS TO BE THE CONTROL POINT. INSULIN ACTIVATES THE CONTROLLING ENZYME IN CHOLESTEROL SYNTHESIS IN THE LIVER, AND INSULIN CAN ACT BY LOWERING
PGE1. HIGH CHOLESTEROL WHICH IS CHARACTERISTIC OF ALLERGY CAN NOW BE SEEN AS A BAROMETER OF EXCESSIVE PLATELET AGGREGATION AND PROBABLY LOW CAMP AND PGE1, FACTORS WHICH MAY BE MORE IMPORTANT IN HEART DISEASE THAN CHOLESTEROL PER SE.

Vegetarian diets such as the Pritikin diet and others have demonstrated effectiveness in arthritis, heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, and other allergies.21 These diets are low in saturated fat and thereby avoid inhibiting the desaturase, so that PGE1 is elevated which is probably the fundamental benefit of the diet. These diets also are high in magnesium and potassium and low in dietary arachidonic acid. One modern attempt to evaluate vegetarian diets in arthritis was completely negative.22 Unfortunately the patients were allowed to continue their aspirin-type drugs; these drugs probably blocked the formation of PGE1 from OLA and thereby counteracted the primary purpose of the diet.

The limited clinical benefits of primrose oil in allergic diseases have been puzzling in view of the well-demonstrated benefits on cholesterol and platelet aggregation. Factors other than CAMP must be important in controlling allergic response, and it is clear that deficiencies of calcium and magnesium are highly significant. Figure 2 is a highly oversimplified view of allergy control at the target cell, usually some form of white cell. This is also the secretion control system for some other types of cell. In the case of the vascular muscles, increased calcium influx (or translocation) causes vasoconstriction, and increased CAMP which reduces calcium influx causes vasodilation. You must believe that calcium influx causes vasoconstriction since very beat of your heart is caused by a pulse of calcium influx which contracts your heart muscles. In the case of allergy target cells, excessive calcium influx promoted by antigen with or without antibody is the trigger for allergic response. It is well known that even a severe allergic reaction can be controlled by an injection of epinephrine (adrenaline) which strongly elevates CAMP.

When serum calcium is on the low side of normal, it is parathyroid hormone which is secreted to bring the calcium back toward normal if possible. This hormone, called PTH, acts by causing calcium influx. There is a tremendous amount of clinical experience showing that allergies and arthritis benefit from raising low serum calcium so as to suppress PTH, especially by means of vitamin D. A study at Harvard found that exacerbations of rheumatoid arthritis were lower in summer when increased sunlight exposure generates more vitamin D which increases calcium absorption.23 In the climate of Oakland, California, food allergy often disappears in the summer although inhalant allergy may persist due to high seasonal antigen load.24 Relocation from a cloudy, seacoast area to a sunny inland area often cleared up allergy in Brisbane, Australia, which is tropical, there is almost no summer asthma.25 At the Dead Sea, conditions are unusual with negative altitude and misty atmosphere so that all-day sun bathing is safe. With prolonged sun bathing, psoriasis tends to disappear or improve. As does the arthritis that sometimes accompanies psoriasis. Back at home, the disease recurs in about a month as the vitamin D dissipates.26 Letters to health magazines describing miraculous cures should be describing well-known spontaneous remissions and have little value. However, the editors of Prevention remarked about the volume of readers favorably commenting on calcium in arthritis. Long before the modern drug era, it was concluded that rheumatoid arthritis was helped by cod liver oil and by moving in the tropical direction.27 Calcium therapy in allergy has been formally described.29,30 Calcium supplements alone reduce high cholesterol about 10%.31 It is clear that suppression of PTH with
VITAMIN D AND/OR CALCIUM IS A KEYSTONE OF NUTRITIONAL ALLERGY THERAPY.

Potassium and magnesium are shown as acting along with cAMP in resisting calcium influx and allergic response. These two intracellular ions tend to move together, so that if magnesium is deficient, no amount of added potassium corrects the situation. It is well known that reducing salt intake lowers blood pressure in some but paradoxically it raises blood pressure in others. The mechanism of the salt effect has not been fully explained; salt affects blood volume and may displace intracellular potassium. Salty food can trigger migraine attacks, and primitive African tribes showed no allergy until the white man brought them salt. Thereafter the natives began to develop hypertension and diabetes. A low-salt diet appears to be anti-allergic and I am on such a regime myself. It may be helpful to know that in blind testing, only 10% of subjects could tell the difference between ordinary salt and an equal mixture of sodium and potassium chlorides which is sold commercially. Potassium directionally is helpful in hypertension but the effect is small.

Norepinephrine has as its basic action moving calcium inwardly just like PTH, whereas epinephrine raises cAMP and thus opposes norepinephrine. However, in allergy with its well known "beta blockade" the main action of epinephrine is blunted, exaggerating its secondary action which causes calcium influx. It is well known that fear or anger can trigger an allergy attack, presumably by promoting calcium influx caused mainly by norepinephrine. This effect does not occur in normals; apparently there must be antigen sensitization and low cAMP waiting for a triggering effect. Norepinephrine is the only hormone increasing substantially during exercise, and this elevation probably accounts for exercise asthma. The same effect may occur as exercise-induced cardiac arrhythmia, confirming the allergic picture of these arrhythmia. Prostaglandin PGF2α is just one of the powerful allergy mediators whose effect is vasoconstrictive. It has been shown in vitro that when magnesium is deficient, this vasoconstriction is greatly exaggerated as expected from Figure 2 and possibly could produce severe spasm. Coronary artery spasm is increasingly suspected in heart attacks, and magnesium deficiency appears implicated in many such attacks, especially in sudden death.

Now let us examine clinical factors affecting the Figure 2 control system. Two factors in allergy worsen conditions drastically and these have been little appreciated. First, gastric acidity is low in allergics, probably as a result of the low cAMP which appears to control part of the acid secretion. Furthermore, with age full achlorhydria develops, presumably as autoimmune gastritis, which basically is allergic, destroys the acid-producing cells. By age 60, about 25% of the total population has no stomach acid. I suspect that most of these are allergics. With reduced stomach acid, the absorption of all minerals is impeded, and the most widely used calcium supplement, calcium carbonate, can give little or no absorption. Added to poor absorption is the second factor, excess urinary excretion of minerals, also caused by the allergy. In the glucose tolerance test in normals, there is excess excretion of calcium and magnesium during the first three hours, caused by the high glucose and/or high insulin during this period. Allergics typically show glucose intolerance, always with excess insulin and often with abnormally high glucose, so that mineral diuresis is worse in allergics. A vicious cycle develops because the abnormal loss of calcium can increase PTH and abnormal magnesium loss can lower intracellular magnesium, and both of these factors can worsen the allergy and increase the losses. The diuresis also is worsened by a diet high in refined carbohydrates. So-called hypoglycemia diets low in refined carbohydrates have been very
EFFECTIVE IN ALLERGY, AND A MAJOR, UNRECOGNIZED REASON FOR THIS IS THE REDUCTION IN MINERAL DIURESIS.

This excess calcium excretion encourages kidney stones so that allergy is the unknown cause of kidney stones. Kidney stones involve a high fraction of patients who excrete high normal or abnormal levels of calcium, and it is clear to some that excess kidney loss is the problem. One urologist warns his stone patients against eating the amount of carbohydrate in four donuts. Many urologists understand that excess calcium excretion is associated only with eating, but they have not made the allergy connection.

The urinary excretion of other minerals no doubt is increased by allergic glucose intolerance. Zinc excretion certainly is increased but the urinary route is minor so that the relative effect on zinc balance is moderated but it is not negligible.

The twin handicaps of reduced mineral absorption and increased excretion place heavy pressure on mineral balance. Hypertensives are allergic, and in a recent study a group of hypertensives showed urinary calcium excretion of 207 mg/day versus 127 mg/day for controls. In companion studies, PTH was higher and serum ionized calcium was lower in hypertensives. Hypertensives also tend toward lower calcium intake which makes matters worse. The correct way to put it may be that lower calcium intake is conducive to hypertension. Even normal Americans have difficulty with calcium balance, as illustrated in Table IV which presents recent seasonal serum calcium levels in Maryland. The minimum calcium level no doubt occurred before July, after the long winter season with minimum sunlight. High PTH would occur around the low calcium point. By October the calcium is above anybody's normal range as a result of the summer vitamin D which can act only with PTH. These data are not from one person but represent the average of 34 persons. Supplementary vitamin D, especially necessary in winter, would level out the peak PTH and counteract the adverse effect on allergy at the time. The basis for the vitamin D RDA of 200 IU/day is admittedly almost absent.

The beneficial effects of magnesium supplements which would expose the problems of magnesium deficiency are less well documented than the effects of calcium and vitamin D, but are nonetheless impressive. In an unpublished study from East Tennessee State, a magnesium supplement of 200 mg/day eliminated migraine completely in 65% of 500 patients and another 20% were improved. Hypertensives as expected are low in magnesium. The effects of magnesium are evident from the action of agents which raise the intracellular level of magnesium, especially vitamin B6 and lithium. However, there is confusion since B6 also helps the synthesis of PGE1 as noted earlier, and lithium may have other effects also. In a recent book, Alan Gaby has summarized the use of B6 in a list of allergies including asthma, depression, diabetes, hyperactivity, premenstrual syndrome, and forms of arthritis as publicized by John Ellis. A combination of B6 and magnesium preferably is used, since magnesium is needed at least temporarily to replace the relatively large amount moved out of the serum into the cells. An interesting apparent demonstration of the effect of B6 in allergy came in an experiment with monkeys at the University of Oregon. The monkeys were fed an unusual diet containing alfalfa seed meal (45%) which contains a B6 antagonist which tends to create a B6 deficiency. In time the monkeys developed two kinds of allergy, obvious depression plus systemic lupus.

Hypertension is a useful model for examining the effects of these
NUTRITIONAL VARIABLES ON CALCIUM INFLUX SINE CALCIUM INFUX HELPS TO CONTROL THE PERIPHERAL RESISTANCE COMPONENT OF BLOOD PRESSURE. A VERY RECENT REVIEW CONCLUDES THAT THE BASIC DEFECT IN HYPERTENSION IS ELI-
VATED INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM. AS EXPECTED, HYPERTENSION IS REDUCED BY LINOLEIC ACID, BY RESTRICTING SATURATED FATS, AND BY CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM. THE PRTIKIN DIET REDUCES TOTAL FATS TO 10% OF CALORIES VERS-
SUS THE USUAL 40%, AND IT ALSO REDUCES SALT. AFTER 26 DAYS, 83% OF HYPERTENSIVES SHOWED NORMAL BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS. TO DETER-
ME THE EFFECT OF DIETARY CALCIUM ALONE, HYPERTENSIVES WERE GIVEN 1000 MG/DAY OF CALCIUM, PROBABLY AS CARBONATE WHICH IS NOT A FAVORABLE FORM FOR ALLergics. A FRACTION OF THE GROUP (46%) HAD A STRONG RESPONSE WITH BLOOD PRESSURE DROPPING FROM 152/95 TO 131/88.

THE EFFECT OF MAGNESIUM HAS BEEN SHOWN IN PATIENTS ALREADY ON DI-
URETICS WHICH HAVE THE UNFORTUNATE EFFECT OF CAUSING MAGNESIUM DIURESIS. DIURETICS WITHOUT POTASSIUM SPARING ARE OFFICIALLY THE FIRST CHOICE DRUGS FOR MILD HYPERTENSION, BUT IN SOME CASES SUCH DRUGS ACTUALLY IN-
CREASE PATIENT MORTALITY, APPARENTLY BY CREATING OR WORSENING MAGNESIUM DEFICIENCY. POTASSIUM SPARING IS MAGNESIUM SPARING WHICH CORRECTS THE PROBLEM. DESPITE THE OFFICIAL POLICY, DYEAZIDE WITH ITS POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM SPARING IS TODAY’S LARGEST SELLING PRESCRIPTION DRUG. TO SHOW THE POOR STATUS OF PATIENTS ON SIMPLE DIURETICS, MAGNESIUM AT 365 MG/DAY WERE GIVEN TO 20 HYPERTENSIVES WHO WERE ON AN ASSORTMENT OF DIUR-
ETICS. THE BLOOD PRESSURE REDUCTION WAS 12/8, A LARGE EFFECT FOR PATIENTS ALREADY ON DIURETICS.

ANOTHER INSTANCE WHERE ALLERGY WORSENS THE UNDERLYING SITUATION OCCURS WITH THYROID FUNCTION. ALLERGICS TEND TO BECOME HYPOTHYROID, AND THIS MAKES MATTERS WORSE SINCE NUMEROUS STUDIES SHOW THAT CORRECT-
ING THIS CONDITION TENDS TO BENEFIT THE ALLERGY. CORRECTING HYPOTHY-
ROIDISM IS ALSO BENEFICIAL IN HEART DISEASE. EVIDENCE ON CHOLESTEROL 
COMES FROM 3RODA BARNES WHO WAS ONE OF THE EARLIEST THYROID EXPERTS.
BARNES TOOK 80 CONSECUTIVE PATIENTS WHOSE CHOLESTEROL WAS OVER 200 AND FOUND ALL OF THEM TO HAVE LOW TEMPERATURE BEFORE ARISING BASED ON THE SIMPLE TEST HE HAD PIONEERED. ALL WERE GIVEN THYROID EXTRACT WITH DOSAGE MONITORED BY THE TEMPERATURE, AND THE CHOLESTEROL FAILED TO DROP BELOW 200 IN ONLY 5 OF THE 80, EACH OF WHOM HAD STARTED OVER 300. THE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT DOESN’T WANT TO HEAR ABOUT THYROID IN CONNECTION WITH HEART DISEASE BECAUSE THEY MADE A MAJOR GOOF IN THE CORONARY DRUG PROJECT WHICH TESTED SEVERAL CHOLESTEROL-REDUCING AGENTS IN HEART 
PATIENTS. IT WAS ERRONEOUSLY CONCLUDED THAT DEXTRO-THYROXINE, THE UN-
NATURAL FORM OF T4, WOULD LOWER CHOLESTEROL WITHOUT CAUSING HYPERTHYROID-
ISM WHICH WAS KNOWN TO BE DANGEROUS IN HEART PATIENTS. A UNIFORM DOSE 
OF 6 MG/DAY WAS USED, WHEREAS 4 MG/DAY GIVES FULL THYROID REPLACEMENT.

MANY PATIENTS MUST HAVE BECOME HYPERTHYROID; MORTALITY INCREASED COM-
PARED TO CONTROLS AND THE TEST HAD TO BE STOPPED PREMATURELY.

DESPITE ITS DESIRABILITY, GETTING ALLERGIC HYPOTHYROIDISM CORRECTED 
HAS BEEN A TREMENDOUS HURDLE SINCE THE FORMS OF HYPOTHYROIDISM ARE UNFAMILIAR: LOW T3 AND LOW PERIPHERAL RESPONSE. THE USUAL THYROID 
SCREEN DOES NOT INCLUDE T3 AND THE PHYSICIAN MAY BE MISLED BY NORMAL 
T4 AND TSH. THERE IS NO ACCEPTED TEST FOR PERIPHERAL RESPONSE AND IN MY CASE THIS APPEARED TO BE THE ONLY ABNORMALITY. AFTER AN UNSUCCESS-
FUL BATTLE WITH MY INTERNIST, I WENT TO A WORLD-LEADING THYROID EXPERT 
WITH THREE COMPLAINTS, DRY SKIN, CONSTIPATION, AND LOW TEMPERATURE. SINCE NUMEROUS BLOOD TESTS WERE NORMAL, THIS EXPERT CONCLUDED THAT I COULD NOT BE HYPOTHYROID. AFTER ANOTHER ROUND WITH MY INTERNIST, HE RAISED MY T4 DOSE AND ALL PROBLEMS RESOLVED. MY CONCLUSION FROM LONG 
STUDY IS THAT THE BARNES BASAL TEMPERATURE TEST IS BY FAR THE BEST TEST FOR DETECTING ALLERGIC HYPOTHYROIDISM IN RESPONSIBLE PATIENTS AND FOR MONITORING THERAPY.
I have suggested that heart disease is an allergy. Nothing is easily proved in heart disease, but my conclusion is based on an amazing amount of circumstantial evidence. This evidence shows that allergy is involved in and even may dominate essentially every heart disease risk factor. That this should occur can hardly be a coincidence. Table V lists the risk factors which are discussed briefly below.

Hypertension which usually is an allergy is the most powerful and unequivocal risk factor. High cholesterol is reduced by allergy therapy and appears to be a consequence of the low CAM and/or high insulin of allergy plus hypothyroidism which is often allergic. Triglycerides are often the result of high insulin. Repeated efforts to show an association between heart disease and non-diabetic glucose intolerance have finally established a clear association with high insulin which is the universal form of allergic glucose intolerance. Diabetes mellitus itself is an allergy and a powerful risk factor. Platelet aggregation is encouraged by the low CAM of allergy and is described as an allergic response. Intimal injury is regarded by many as the first stage of atherosclerosis, and allergic vasculitis could be the mechanism. Blood sludging and high blood viscosity are signs of inflammation commonly seen in allergies such as rheumatoid arthritis and diabetes and may contribute to coronary circulation problems. Cardiac arrhythmias can be triggered by allergy attacks. Coronary artery spasm can be allergic as seen accompanying bee stings or an attack of hives, or simulated by histamine infusion. As mentioned earlier, magnesium deficiency can magnify spasm.

Recent observations have shown that fatigue which is so common in allergy is also so frequent in the prelude to heart attacks that it can be even more common than chest pain. In one of several studies, in the two weeks prior to sudden death or myocardial infarction, 60% of the patients showed unexplained fatigue which almost certainly was allergic. Such a direct, strong association between allergy and heart attacks is compelling. The fatigue signals oxygen starvation in the muscles generally, and the same mechanism may be affecting the heart.

Tobacco smoking provides frequent exposure to antigens which can contribute to any allergy. Tobacco has been shown to contribute to peripheral vascular disease in the form of Buerger's disease. In the U.S., tobacco smoking increases the risk of heart disease 2- or 3-fold, but in Japan and Puerto Rico, tobacco adds no increased risk. My interpretation is that both of these populations are relatively non-allergic. This is shown in Japan by the low incidence of MS. Japan may be protected from allergy by its diet which is low in saturated fat and high in fish oil, and by a low rate of infant bottle feeding which is an important allergy sensitizer in infants and probably eventually in adults. Puerto Rico probably has low bottle feeding and also has the protection of a tropical climate as discussed earlier. Smokers have a higher level of antinuclear antibodies, indicating a higher level of autoimmune tissue attack which fundamentally is allergic in origin. All this evidence tends to show that the major effect of smoking is allergic rather than chemical as commonly supposed.

Many studies have confirmed the picture of Meyer and Rosenman that type A behavior doubles the risk of heart disease independent of other risk factors. Type A behavior involves a compulsive drive for accomplishment regardless of time limitations plus hostility best determined by interview. The compulsive drive is seen in hypomania which is allergic, and allergic hostility or irritability is common. Type A shows a high incidence of glucose intolerance as in any allergy. Separate
STUDIES UNRELATED TO TYPE A MOSTLY SHOW AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HEART DISEASE AND DEPRESSION OR ANXIETY, BOTH COMMON ALLERGIES. THESE ARE REGARDED AS PSYCHOLOGIC OR SOCIAL RISK FACTORS, BUT THEIR MAIN IMPLICATION MAY BE AS SIGNS OF ALLERGY.

It is increasingly being recognized that magnesium deficiency is conducive to cardiac problems. This deficiency could result from soft water or dietary insufficiency but these factors would be magnified if combined with allergic diuresis. Obesity often is caused by allergy, helping to establish its association with hypertension. This association is not easily separated in epidemiological studies. Autopsies on Korean war soldiers showed a remarkable incidence of atherosclerosis despite the youth. Similar studies in France on young accident victims showed that those with extensive atherosclerosis mainly had received early infant bottle feeding, an allergy sensitizing.

Brief examples of epidemiology may emphasize the role of calcium and magnesium in heart disease. There is a little known U.S. heart disease risk factor consisting of living east of the Mississippi River and south of the Mason-Dixon line. The obvious differences are that the southeastern states tend to be low in selenium, high in cadmium, and to have soft water. Selenium is not well understood but it is possible that at least a severe deficiency encourages heart disease. The adverse effect of soft water, especially the low magnesium component, has been confirmed in many but not all studies around the world. Georgia and the Carolinas have very soft water and about the highest U.S. incidence of total and hypertensive heart disease. The coronary death rate in South Carolina is about 50% higher than my state, Arizona, which has very hard water. The southeastern states also have the highest U.S. incidence of kidney stones, despite reduced calcium intake from water. Excess urinary calcium is a dominant factor in kidney stones, and is generally caused by poor kidney retention. This situation can be a sign of allergy as discussed earlier. My picture is that the low calcium and magnesium intake tends to bias the cells toward allergic response since initially two of the three critical cell control factors are adverse. Only a modest disturbance in the third factor, camp, might then allow allergy to develop, producing elevated urine calcium and tendency toward kidney stones. I suspect that this high incidence of allergy accounts primarily for the high rate of heart disease. The kidney stone association with heart disease also has been shown in Norway, with a kidney stone incidence in heart patients of 1% versus 5% in controls. Kidney stone patients also have higher cholesterol.

The twin cities of Kansas City, Missouri, and Kansas City, Kansas, offer an ideal situation for studying water hardness. Both cities use Missouri River water, but Missouri uses softening to reduce hardness 50%, a level still much harder than in the southeast. The incidence of heart disease is higher on the Kansas, harder water side. The confusing factor is that the softening removes cadmium so that Kansas has a higher cadmium level which apparently more than offsets any benefit of the higher hardness. Consistent with the higher cadmium, blood pressure is higher on the Kansas side.

Considering the possibility that heart disease may be an allergy, what should the prudent person do about it? Clearing silent infections such as with ameba might be very beneficial. My feeling is that today's dietary recommendations do not go very far toward solving the problem although I believe that reducing saturated fats and sugar and increasing polyunsaturates are mainly anti-allergic. There are potentially fruitful.
POSSIBILITIES SHORT OF A VEGETARIAN REGIME. TABLE VI GIVES RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT PROGRAM FOR BOTH ALLERGY AND HEART DISEASE CORRECTION AND PREVENTION, TO BE CARRIED OUT ONLY UNDER MEDICAL SUPERVISION. THIS RANGE OF VITAMIN D SHOULD BE NON-TOXIC FOR MOST ALTHOUGH THERE MAY BE A SLIGHT ADDED RISK OF KIDNEY STONES AND SOME PERSONS ARE HIGHLY SENSITIVE TO VITAMIN D. AMERICAN DIETS TYPICALLY CONTAIN 250-300 MG/DAY CALCIUM EXCLUDING DAIRY PRODUCTS. A GLASS OF MILK OR 1½ OUNCES OF CHEESE ADDS 300 MG CALCIUM. I WOULD AVOID CALCIUM CARBONATE IN ALL FORMS AND WOULD NOT TAKE MAGNESIUM OXIDE WITH MEALS. A 15-MG BETA-CAROTENE CAPSULE IS LABELLED 25,000 IU VITAMIN A WHICH IS FRIGHTENING SINCE THIS IS THE SAFE UPPER LIMIT OF VITAMIN A INTAKE. IN HUMANS, THE EQUIVALENCE IS ONLY ABOUT 8,000-10,000 IU SO THAT ONE DAILY CAPSULE ALLOWS ROOM FOR VITAMIN A AND PROVITAMIN A FROM FOODS.

VITAMIN C SOMETIMES LOWERS CHOLESTEROL, AND IN HEART DISEASE IT WILL CORRECT THE USUALLY LOW LEVELS OF VITAMIN C WHICH MAY BE INDICATING THE ABSENCE OF INFLAMMATION. IN EXTENSIVE INFLAMMATION, MUCH MORE VITAMIN C COULD BE TAKEN. TOGETHER WITH ZINC, THE VITAMIN C WILL SLOWLY PURGE EXCESS CADMIUM OUT OF THE BODY. SELENIUM SHOULD BE SAFE AT THIS LEVEL. A PREFERABLE FORM IS PROBABLY YEAST GROWN WITH SELENIUM (NUTRITION 21) RATHER THAN SELENIUM "ORGANICALLY BOUND TO YEAST". THE SALAD OIL TO PROVIDE LINOLEIC ACID IS PREFERABLY SAFFLOWER WHICH HAS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF LINOLEIC ACID, BEST PURCHASED AS COLD-PRESSED OIL AS AT HEALTH STORES. THE USE OF LINSEED, FISH, OR PRIMROSE OIL IS INDEEVESSIENCY DEVELOPED FOR GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AT THIS TIME. UNFORTUNATELY THERE ARE NO DATA ON THE VALUE OF THIS INTEGRATED PROGRAM BEYOND THE DATA ALREADY DISCUSSED. DIRECTIONALLY, THE SELENIUM AND BETA-CAROTENE AND POSSIBLY OTHER COMPONENTS SHOULD REDUCE CANCER INCIDENCE.

TO THIS PROGRAM I WOULD ADD SOPHISTICATED ATTENTION TO THYROID STATUS. IN ADDITION, RELAXATION TRAINING IS PROMISING SINCE STRESS TENDS TO PROVOKE ALLERGY ATTACKS. ONLY SHORT TERM RESULTS ON RELAXATION TRAINING ARE AVAILABLE BUT THESE ARE ENCOURAGING.

WILLIAM S. CATTEN, M.D.
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TABLE I

INDIVIDUAL FOOD CHALLENGES IN A RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENT

MILK: 4 HOURS, NASAL STUFFINESS; 12 HOURS, ARTHRITIS PAINS AND HUSKY VOICE

BEEF: 6 HOURS, SLIGHT ARTHRITIC PAINS; 18 HOURS, AWAKENED WITH ARTHRITIS

CORN: 9 HOURS, RECURRENT JOINT PAINS

RICE: 12 HOURS, ARTHRITIC PAINS

CANE SUGAR: 12 HOURS, SLIGHTLY PAINFUL JOINTS

WHEAT: 12 HOURS, AWAKENED COLD AND PERSPIRING WITH FATIGUE AND SORE THROAT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Forms of Food Allergy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis/Gout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atopic Dermatitis (eczema)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedwetting (enuresis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchial Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Arrhythmias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celiac Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colitis/Inflammatory Bowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen Vascular Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression/Mania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes/Hypoglycemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallbladder Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric Ulcer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache/Migraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperactivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In many cases, non-allergy causes may exist
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TABLE III

SOME FACTORS CONTROLLING DELTA-6 DESATURASE ENZYME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS INCREASING ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZINC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITAMIN B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITAMIN B6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITAMIN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNESIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSULIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS DECREASING ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SATURATED FATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH CARBOHYDRATE DIET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTIALLY HYDROGENATED FATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 2
SIMPLIFIED CELL CALCIUM CONTROL
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TABLE IV

SERUM CALCIUM IN 34 NORMAL MARYLAND ADULTS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 1981</td>
<td>9.81 mg/dL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULY 1981</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 1981</td>
<td>11.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANUARY 1982</td>
<td>10.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 1982</td>
<td>10.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE V
HEART DISEASE RISK FACTORS TEND TO BE ALLERGY FACTORS

1. HYPERTENSION
2. ELEVATED CHOLESTEROL AND TRIGLYCERIDE
3. HYPERINSULINEMIA
4. DIABETES MELLITUS
5. PLATELET AGGREGATION IS ALLERGIC RESPONSE
6. INTIMAL INJURY BY ALLERGIC VASCULITIS
7. BLOOD SLUDGING AND HIGH VISCOSITY
8. CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIAS
9. CORONARY ARTERY SPASM
10. FATIGUE PRODROMAL IN HEART ATTACKS
11. TOBACCO IS MAJOR ALLERGEN BENIGN IN LOW-ALLERGY COUNTRIES
12. TYPE A BEHAVIOR IS LIKE ALLERGIC HYPOMANIA AND IRRITABILITY
13. MAGNESIUM DEFICIENCY OFTEN INDUCED BY ALLERGY
14. OBESITY OFTEN ALLERGIC
## TABLE VI
ADULT SUPPLEMENTS FOR ALLERGY TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
(TO BE TAKEN UNDER MEDICAL SUPERVISION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplement</th>
<th>Daily Dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>400-1000 IU TOTAL DIET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>1000 MG TOTAL DIET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>400 MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Vitamins</td>
<td>ONE B-50 COMPLEX TABLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added Vitamin B6</td>
<td>0 TO 400 MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (as Picolinate)</td>
<td>30 MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-Carotene</td>
<td>15 MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C</td>
<td>2000 MG DIVIDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td>100-200 IU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium</td>
<td>100 MCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad Oil</td>
<td>ONE TBSP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IN ADDITION, SATURATED FATS, HYDROGENATED FATS, AND SALT PREFERABLY SHOULD BE MINIMIZED